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Abstract To compare the OH-initiated reaction mecha-
nisms of five chlorophenoxy herbicides, density functional
theory (DFT) calculations of reactions in which ·OH attacks
one of three active positions on each herbicide were carried
out at the MPWB1K/6-311 + G(3df,2p)//MPWB1K/6-31 +
G(d,p) level. For each herbicide, the calculation results
show that ·OH addition to the C1 atom, which is the nexus
between the benzene ring and the side group, possesses the
lowest energy barrier among the three kinds of reactions,
indicating that ·OH addition–substitution of the side chain is
the most energetically and kinetically favorable reaction
mechanism. Comparisons among the herbicides show that
the mechanisms are affected by the steric hindrance and the
electronegativities of the –CH3 and –Cl groups. When com-
paring the addition of ·OH to the C1 site among the five
herbicides, the activation energy for the reaction of ·OH
with DCPP reaction is the lowest (3.61 kcal mol−1), while
that for the ·OH and 4-CPA reaction was the highest
(5.91 kcal mol−1). ·OH addition to the C4 site presents the
highest energy barriers among the three kinds of reactions,
indicating that the para Cl is difficult to break down. When
comparing the H-atom abstraction reactions of the five
herbicides, the H atoms in the –CH2– group of 2,4-D are
the easiest for ·OH to abstract, whereas those of DCPP and
MCPP are more difficult to abstract, due to the steric hin-
drance of the –CH3 group. Additionally, the results obtained

from the PCM calculations reveal that most of the reactions
occur more easily in water than in gas, though the mecha-
nisms involved are the same as those discussed above.
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Introduction

Herbicides—a large class of pesticides that contribute great-
ly to water contamination—have been used extensively in
agriculture since World War II [1–3]. Among the various
kinds of herbicides available, 4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid
(4-CPA), 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), 4-
chloro-2-methylphenoxyacetic acid (MCPA), 2-(2,4-
dichlorophenoxy)propanoic acid (DCPP), and 2-(4-chloro-
2-methylphenoxy)propanoic acid (MCPP)—all of which are
chlorinated phenoxy acids—are used on a large scale to
control the growth of broadleaf weeds in fields growing
cereals, grasses, fruits, tobacco, and cotton [1, 4–10].

Due to their intensive use in agriculture, most herbicides
penetrate into the soil or enter surface water via runoff from
agricultural lands [1, 11, 12]. As a result, relatively high
concentrations of these herbicides are detected in ground-
water and surface water; indeed, they are regarded as the
most frequently detected organic substances in such waters
[13–16]. In addition, these herbicides are moderately toxic
(class II or III) to humans and animals (according to the
World Health Organization [4, 9, 17, 18]), and take a long
time to degrade in the environment [19–21].

For these reasons, there is considerable interest in the
degradation of chlorophenoxyl herbicides using advanced
oxidation processes (AOPs), such as photochemical [12,
22–25], photocatalytic [14, 26–33], and electrochemical
[9, 17, 34–37] methods, based on the generation of a pow-
erful oxidant agent—the hydroxyl radical (·OH). Because
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these techniques are very efficient at degrading chlorophe-
noxyl herbicides, many researchers are trying to develop
new catalysts and to improve electrodes in order to increase
their oxidizing power. Moreover, most research in this field
[29, 31–33, 36] has focused on laboratory experiments, and
some simple degradation mechanisms have been proposed
[9, 14, 24, 26], but these are not sufficient to gain a detailed
understanding of the degradation mechanism. Additionally,
little information on the differences among the degradation
mechanisms of the five herbicides (with similar structures)
mentioned above has been reported. Therefore, a theoretical
study of the OH-induced degradation mechanisms for these
five herbicides is necessary.

According to previous experiments [14, 24, 38, 39], the
most active sites in these herbicides are the ipso and para C
sites and the H atom in the –CHR– group of the side chain.
Furthermore, the results of our theoretical calculations show
that the reactions that occur at the above sites in MCPA all
have low energy barriers, and are thus energetically favor-
able [40]. Therefore, in the work described in the present
paper, DFT calculations were performed in order to compare
the different reaction mechanisms of the five herbicides
corresponding to ·OH attacks at the three active sites. Study-
ing these reaction pathways in detail allowed us to deter-
mine which of the active sites corresponds to the most
kinetically favorable mechanism for each herbicide, and to
suggest factors that probably lead to mechanistic differences
for the same type of reaction among the five herbicides.

Computational methods

The geometries of all stationary points (including reactants,
transition states, intermediates, and products) involved in
the addition and abstraction reactions were optimized at
the MPWB1K/6-31 + G(d,p) level [41] in the framework
of DFT using the Gaussian 03 package [42]. MPWB1K/6-
31 + G(d,p) is considered to be an excellent method to use to
predict thermochemical kinetics, hydrogen bonding, transition
state geometries, and vibrational frequencies of chlorinated
organic compounds [43–45]. The nature (local minimum or
first-order saddle point) of each stationary point was identified
by performing harmonic vibrational frequency calculations at
the same level at which the zero-point energies (ZPEs) were
also derived. All transition states were characterized by one
negative eigenvalue. It was also verified that all transitions
connect the corresponding reactants with the products by
performing intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [46, 47] calcu-
lations. Moreover, single-point energy calculations were car-
ried out at the MPWB1K/6-311 + G(3df,2p) level to obtain
more accurate energy parameters based on the structures
optimized at the MPWB1K/6-31 + G(d,p) level. In the present
study, to estimate the solvent effects for all pathways, the

polarizable continuum model (PCM) with water as solvent
was employed, based on the optimized gas-phase structures.

Results and discussion

The mechanisms of ·OH attack at the three selected active
sites for each herbicide (addition–substitution of the side
chain, addition–substitution of the para Cl, and H-atom
abstraction) were simulated through DFT calculations.

Molecular structures of the five herbicides

The optimized molecular structures of and atom numbering
schemes used for 4-CPA (I), 2,4-D (II), MCPA (III), DCPP
(IV), and MCPP (V) are shown in Fig. 1. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, the molecular structures of 4-CPA, 2,4-D, and MCPA
are planar, except for the aliphatic atoms. Due to the exis-
tence of the –CH3 group attached to C8, the main bodies of
DCPP and MCPP are not planar; the dihedral angles ϕ1

(C1–O1–C8–C9) and ϕ2 (C1–O1–C8–C9) are 20.2° and
24.5°, respectively. However, the basic structures of the five
compounds are similar, with a benzene ring and a –COOH
group. Upon comparing the other molecules with 4-CPA,
we can see that the ortho H atom is substituted for (i) a Cl
atom in 2,4-D and (ii) a –CH3 group in MCPA. A –CH3

group is substituted for (i) one of the H atoms attached to C7
in 2,4-D to give DCPP, and (ii) the C8 atom in MCP to give
MCPP.

Addition–substitution mechanisms of the side-chain group

Five channels (denoted I-R1 to V-R1) corresponding to ·OH
addition to C1 in the five herbicides were identified and are
shown in Scheme 1, and all of the relative energies for these
channels (including reaction enthalpies and heats) are dis-
played in Table 1. The optimized geometries, including the
intermediates (IM) and transition states (TS) involved in the
reactions, are displayed in Fig. 2a. Profiles of the potential
energy surface corrected for zero-point energy (ZPE) are
presented in Fig. 3a. The main products are shown in
Fig. S1 (in the “Electronic supplementary material,”
ESM). It is worth noting that the structures obtained for
MCPA were illustrated in a previous paper [40].

As shown in Scheme 1, the reaction patterns for the five
channels are similar, so we will now discuss the mechanism
of ·OH addition to C1 using channel I-R1 as an example.
From Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a, it can be seen that channel I-R1
proceeds with an energy barrier of 5.91 kcal mol−1 via
transition state I-TS1, where ·OH is attacking 4-CPA from
a direction almost perpendicular to the molecule (the angle
O–C1–O1 is 95.9°). An adduct, I-IM1, is then found on the
potential energy surface. Compared with those in I-TS1, the
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distance C1…O is shorter and the bond C1–O1 is longer,
indicating that the bond C1–O is being formed and the bond
C1–O1 is being broken. Finally, the unimolecular decom-
position of I-IM1 leads to 4-chlorophenol (denoted P1) and·
OCH2COOH. The overall reaction is exothermic by
13.07 kcal mol−1. The main product is 4-chlorophenol, in
accordance with experimental observations [9, 26, 38]. It is
interesting to note that 4-chlorophenol is an important pre-
cursor for the formation of PCDD/Fs and, according to

information in [48], the reaction of 4-chlorophenol with
·OH has a lower activation energy, indicating that 4-
chlorophenol is easier to degrade than 4-CPA is. Moreover,
the detailed mechanism of the reaction of 4-chlorophenol
with ·OH has been investigated by many workers [48–50].

Reactions II-R1, III-R1, IV-R1, and V-R1 proceed in a
similar way to the reaction I-R1. The dominant product for
reactions II-R1 and IV-R1 is 2,4-dichlorophenol (denoted
P2), which is in good agreement with experimental results

4-CPA 2,4-D 

MCPA DCPP

MCPP

Fig. 1 The optimized
molecular structures of and
atomic numbering schemes
used for 4-CPA, 2,4-D, MCPA,
DCPP, and MCPP

MCPA

MCPP

4-CPA

OH

-TS1 -IM1 P1+ OCH2COOH -R1

2,4-D -TS1 -IM1 P2+ OCH2COOH -R1

-TS1 -IM1 P3+ OCH2COOH -R1

-TS1 -IM1

P3+ OCHCH3COOH

-R1

-TS1 -IM1

P2+ OCHCH3COOH

-R1

DCPP

+

Scheme 1 Possible pathways
for ·OH addition to C1 in the
five herbicides
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[12, 27, 46–52]. For reactions III-R1 and V-R1, the main
product is 4-chloro-2-methylphenol (denoted P3), which
again matches well with experimental observations [6, 14,
24, 25, 39, 51].

As illustrated in Fig. 2a, no pre-complex is formed in
each channel. The structures of all five transition states were
found to be similar. The C1…O distances in the transition
states (∼2.0 Å) are longer than the usual C–O bond distance
(∼1.4 Å) [52], indicating that a transition state is formed
early on in each reaction, in accord with Hammond’s pos-
tulate [52]. The basic structures of all of the adducts are
similar to those of the corresponding transition states. How-
ever, the C1…O distances become much shorter, decreasing
from about 2.0 Å in the transition states to about 1.4 Å, and
all of the C–C1–O angles become close to 110°, as expected
for sp3-hybridized carbon [52].

Though they do show some similarities, the five reactions
differ in the potential energies and structures associated with
them. As Table 1 summarizes, pathway IV-R1 has the low-
est activation energy (3.61 kcal mol−1, followed by V-R1
(4.06 kcal mol−1), III-R1 (4.83 kcal mol−1), II-R1
(5.38 kcal mol−1), and I-R1 (5.91 kcal mol−1). These energy
differences mainly result from the different electronegativ-
ities of the substituent groups. The effects of the –Cl and –
CH3 groups on the mechanisms for the five reactions were
compared on the basis of the structures and energy

parameters involved. Comparing channel II-R1 with channel
I-R1, the C1–O bond that is being formed in II-IM1 is 0.01 Å
shorter than that in I-IM1, and the angle O–C1–O1 in II-IM1
is 0.7° smaller than that in I-IM1. This result indicates that II-
IM1 is slightly more like the product than I-IM1 is. As shown
in Table 1, the energy barrier of 5.38 kcal mol−1 for channel II-
R1 is lower than that (5.91 kcal mol−1) for channel I-R1,
indicating that the C1 site of 2,4-D is easier for ·OH to attack
than that of 4-CPA. This result is contrary to the electron-
withdrawing nature of an ortho Cl substituent. Therefore, the
reason for this behavior must be clarified. Comparing reac-
tions III-R1 and II-R1, the C1–O bonds in III-TS1 and III-IM1
are both slightly longer than those in II-TS1 and II-IM1,
respectively. This possibly results from the greater steric hin-
drance of the –CH3 group than the –Cl group. From Table 1,
the barrier height for the reaction III-R1 is 0.55 kcal mol−1

lower than that for the reaction II-R1, indicating that the
reaction III-R1 is more energetically favorable. This is prob-
ably because MCPA has an ortho –CH3 group with electron-
donating characteristics, which can activate the aromatic ring
and thus facilitate the reaction, while 2,4-D has an electron-
withdrawing substituent (ortho Cl), which acts to deactivate
the benzene ring. The electron-donating effect of the –CH3

group on the reaction must also be greater than that of the
steric hindrance of the –CH3 group. Due to the presence of the
electron-donating –CH3 group, the energy barrier for the
channel IV-R1 is lower than that for the channel II-R1. Sim-
ilarly, due to the presence of the electron-donating –CH3

group, the reaction between MCPP and ·OH occurs more
easily than the reaction between MCPA and ·OH. The poten-
tial energy of the pathway IV-R1 is the smallest among the
five reactions. This result indicates that the addition of ·OH to
the C1 atom of DCPP is the most kinetically and energetically
favorable of the five pathways. However, according to the
activating/deactivating rule described above, pathway V-R1
should be most energetically favorable, although the activa-
tion energy is slightly higher than that of the pathway IV-R1. It
is plausible that the combined steric hindrance of the two –
CH3 groups in MCPP makes the reaction more unlikely to
occur.

Furthermore, we can see from Table 1 that, for all five
herbicides, the activation energies for ·OH addition to C1
are the lowest among all three types of reactions. This result
indicates that C1 is the most active position in each herbi-
cide. This fact is consistent with experimental results, in
which the primary product results from ·OH substitution of
the side chain [24, 53].

Addition–substitution mechanisms of the para Cl atom
for the five herbicides

Five pathways (denoted I-R2 to V-R2) corresponding to
·OH addition to C4 in the five herbicides were identified

Table 1 Calculated relative energies (kcal mol−1) of all ·OH addition
reactions for the five herbicides considered in this work (calculated at
the MPWB1K/6-311 + G(3df, 2p)//MPWB1K/6-31 + G(d, p) level at
298.15 K)

ΔEa ΔHb ΔEw
c ΔHw

d

Addition–substitution
of the side-chain
group

I-R1 5.91 −13.07 6.95 −13.96

II-R1 5.38 −13.68 6.43 −14.37

III-R1 4.83 −13.12 6.31 −13.87

IV-R1 3.61 −13.70 6.01 −13.73

V-R1 4.06 −13.25 5.71 −13.48

Addition–substitution
of the para Cl atom

I-R2 9.38 −12.41 8.45 −12.16

II-R2 9.75 −12.97 9.09 −13.02

III-R2 10.29 −12.44 9.24 −12.11

IV-R2 10.58 −12.63 10.02 −12.65

V-R2 10.93 −12.30 9.74 −11.84

H-atom abstraction I-R3 9.06 −29.78 8.36 −30.92

II-R3 8.98 −29.41 8.69 −30.12

III-R3 9.98 −30.03 9.97 −31.13

IV-R3 11.03 −32.24 9.28 −33.14

V-R3 10.90 −31.46 10.54 −33.45

a Activation energies in the gas phase
b Reaction energies in the gas phase
c Activation energies in water
d Reaction energies in water
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and are presented in Scheme 2, and all of the relative
energies (including reaction enthalpies and heats) for these
are displayed in Table 1. The dominant products are shown
in Fig. S1 of the ESM. The optimized geometries of the
intermediates and the transition states involved in the reac-
tions are shown in Fig. 2b, and the profiles of the potential

energy surface corrected for zero-point energy (ZPE) are
displayed in Fig. 3b.

As shown in Scheme 2, the five pathways I-R2 to V-R2
react in a similar way. Taking pathway I-R2 as example, we
now discuss the reaction mechanism of ·OH addition to the
C4 site. As illustrated in Scheme 2 and Fig. 2b, ·OH adds to

-TS1 -IM1

-TS1     -IM1

-TS1                                    -IM1

-TS1                               -IM1

-TS1        -IM1

(a)Fig. 2a–c Optimized
geometries of the intermediates
(IM) and transition states (TS)
for the reactions of the five
herbicides with ·OH calculated
at the MPWB1K/6-31 + g(d,p)
level. a Geometries for ·OH
addition to C1; b geometries
for ·OH addition to C4; c
geometries for H-atom
abstraction. The gray, white,
red, and green balls denote
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and
chlorine atoms, respectively,
and bond lengths are shown in
angstroms
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the C4 atom via the transition state I-TS2 in the pathway I-
R2. In the structure of I-TS2, the bond C4–Cl and the
benzene ring are no longer in the same plane but are at an
angle of 16.41° to each other, and the angle O–C4–Cl is
95.0°: almost a right angle. An intermediate, I-IM2, is then
formed. A significant change occurs in the C4…O distance,
which shortens from 1.983 Å in I-TS2 to 1.397 Å in I-IM2.

A change is also seen in the angle between the C4–Cl bond
and the benzene ring plane, which is 2.8 times larger than
that in I-TS2. The shortened C4–O bond and the elongated
C4–Cl bond in I-IM2 indicate that the C4–O bond will be
formed and the C4–Cl bond will be broken. We can also see
that all of the C4 atoms convert from sp2 hybridization to
sp3 hybridization. Finally, the unimolecular decomposition

-TS2                                  -IM2

-TS2                                    -IM2

-TS2                                    -IM2

-TS2                                  -IM2  

-TS2                                    -IM2     

(b)Fig. 2 (continued)
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of I-IM2 yields 4-hydroxyphenoxy acetic acid (denoted P4)
and · Cl . The energy barr ier for this pathway is
9.38 kcal mol−1, and the overall reaction is exothermic by
12.41 kcal mol−1. Pathways II-R2, III-R2, IV-R2, and V-R2
evolve similarly to pathway I-R2. The main products of
reactions II-R2, III-R2, IV-R2, and V-R2 are 2-chloro-4-
hydroxyphenoxy acetic acid (denoted P5), 4-hydroxy-2-

methylphenoxyacetic acid (denoted P6), 2-chloro-4-hydrox-
yphenoxy propanoic acid (denoted P7), and 4-hydroxy-2-
methylphenoxy propanoic acid (denoted P8), respectively.

From Fig. 2b, it is clear that no pre-complexes occur in
the five pathways. All transition state structures are quite
similar. The C4…O distances range from 1.978 Å to 1.988
Å, the C4…Cl distances range from 1.726 Å to 1.728 Å, and

-IM3                                    -TS3

-IM4                                    -IM3

-TS3                                   -IM4

-IM3                             -TS3 

Fig. 2 (continued)
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the O–C4–Cl angles are about 95°. The basic structures of
all five intermediates are quite analogous. The ·OH is

inserting itself onto the C4 atom, as indicated by the C4–O
bond distance shortening, leading to the usual C–O bond. At

-IM4 -IM3

-TS3 IM4

-IM3 -TS3

-IM4

(c)Fig. 2 (continued)
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-20.55
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2

Cl

Cl

Cl
Cl

Cl

8.33

-20.95

-11.82

Path  Ra

P3 + OH

OH

OH
Cl+

(b)

Erel

kcal mol-1

MCPA + OH

MCPP + OH

DCPP +

0.00

OH

4-CPA+

2,4-D+

OH

OH

-4.19
-4.26

-4.04

-5.27
-4.57
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4.80
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-34.39

-33.88
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P10+ H2O

P9+ H2O
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P13+ H2O
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Fig. 3a–c Calculated potential
energy surface profiles for all
reaction pathways: a ·OH
addition to C1; b ·OH addition
to C4; c H-atom abstraction
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the same time, the Cl atom is leaving the C4 atom. This fact
is shown by the lengthening of the C4–C1 bond.

As illustrated in Table 1, the energy barriers increase
successively from I-R2 to V-R2. This fact correlates well
with the complexity of the steric configurations of the five
herbicides. However, there is only 1.55 kcal mol−1 between
the maximum observed for the reaction of MCPP and ·OH
(10.93 kcal mol−1) and the minimum observed for the reac-
tion of 4-CPA and ·OH (9.38 kcal mol−1). The effects of the
–Cl and –CH3 groups on the mechanisms for the five reac-
tions are small because these groups are in the ortho/para
position. We can therefore conclude that the steric configu-
ration is more complicated and that this reaction is less
likely to occur. Additionally, we can see from Table 1 that
the energy barriers for the addition of ·OH to C4 are gener-
ally the highest, indicating that the para Cl atom is difficult
to substitute. This is in agreement with the fact that chlori-
nated organic compounds are difficult to degrade in natural
environmental media [54–58].

According to previous research [4, 24], the substitution of
the para Cl occurs after the substitution of the side chain.
Therefore, if we take ·OH substitution of the para Cl from 4-
chloro-2-methylphenol (P3) as an example (denoted Ra, see
Scheme 2), the potential energy surface for this reaction is
calculated to be comparable with that for the direct substi-
tution of the para Cl from MCPA. The optimized structures,
including the transition states and intermediates, are shown
in Fig. S4 of the ESM. The calculated energy barrier is
8.33 kcal mol−1 for the reaction Ra. This is lower than that
of the reaction III-R2, 10.29 kcal mol−1. This indicates that
the Cl atom in 4-chloro-2-methylphenol is a little easier to
substitute than that in MCPA. Therefore, the para Cl can be
replaced by ·OH after the side chain.

H-atom abstraction mechanisms for five herbicides

Scheme 3 shows five channels (denoted I-R3 to V-R3)
corresponding to the abstraction by ·OH of hydrogen atoms
attached to the C7 atom of 4-CPA and 2,4-CD or hydrogen
atoms attached to the C8 atom of MCPA, DCPP, and MCPP.
All of the optimized structures involved in the five reactions
are shown in Fig. 2c. The calculated potential energy surface
profiles for H-atom abstraction are displayed in Fig. 3c. The
main products P9–P13 are presented in Fig. S1 of the ESM.

It can be seen from Scheme 3 that the five channels
denoted I-R3 to V-R3 proceed via the same pattern. We will
take channel I-R3 as an example to explain the H-atom
abstraction mechanism. From Fig. 2c and Fig. 3c, it can be
noted that a van der Waals pre-complex, I-IM3, occurs on
the potential energy surface for channel I-R3. The energy of
I-IM3 is 4.26 kcal mol−1 lower than that of the original
reactants, meaning that the pre-complex is more stable. A
transition state, I-TS3, is then formed upon surmounting an
energy barrier of 9.06 kcal mol−1. In the structure of I-TS3,
the C7–H5 bond is elongated by 7.24% and the O–H5 bond
is reduced by 39.17% compared with those in I-IM3, re-
spectively. An intermediate, I-IM4, is then formed, where
the H2O generated previously is leaving the main body, and
a weak H-bond is formed between H5 and the O atom of the
–COOH group. Our IRC calculations also show an obvious
H-atom transfer from C7 to the O atom. Finally, the unim-
olecular decomposition of I-IM4 produces the radical
·C6H4ClOCHCOOH (P9) and H2O. The overall reaction is
strongly exothermic by 29.78 kcal mol−1. In a similar way,
each of the channels II-R3, III-R3, IV-R3, and V-R3 evolves
via a pre-complex, a transition state, an adduct and products,
which are all found on the corresponding potential energy

TS IM 2-Methylhydroquinone + OCH2COOH RaP3

-TS2 -IM2 P4+ -R2

-TS2 -IM2 P5+ -R2

-TS2 -IM2 P6+ -R2

-TS2 -IM2

P8+

-R2

-TS2 -IM2

P7+

-R2

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

MCPA

MCPP

4-CPA

2,4-D

DCPP

OH+

Scheme 2 Possible pathways
for ·OH addition to C4 in the
five herbicides and P3

MCPA

MCPP

4-CPA

OH

2,4-D

DCPP

+

TS3 -IM4 P9+ -R3

TS3 -IM4 P10+ -R3

-TS3 -IM4 P11+ -R3

-TS3 -IM4

P13+

-R3

-TS3 -IM4

P12+

-R3
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surface. The primary products for channels II-R3, III-R3,
IV-R3, and V-R3 are ·C6H3Cl2OCHCOOH (P10),
·C6H4ClCH3OCHCOOH (P11), ·C6H3Cl2OCHCH3COOH
(P12), and ·C6H4ClCH3OCCH3COOH (P13), respectively.
Some of the products have been found as reactive inter-
mediates in some studies [14, 59].

As illustrated in Fig. 2c, a pre-complex is first found in
each pathway. The structure of IV-IM3 is different from
those of the other four pre-complexes. Possibly, the combi-
nation of the –CH3 and the ortho –Cl in DCPP leads to the
divergence of the –COOH group from the main plane, and
finally a hydrogen bond between the H atom of ·OH and the
O2 atom is formed in IV-IM3. IV-IM3 occurs since its
energy is a little more stable than the other pre-complexes.
Transition states I-TS3 to V-TS3 show obvious H-atom

transfer from C7 to O for 4-CPA and 2,4-D, and from C8
to O for MCPA, DCPP, and MCPP. In the structures of I-IM4,
II-IM4, III-IM4, IV-IM4, and V-IM4, the resulting H2O mol-
ecule leaves the main body, as demonstrated by the obviously
stretched C–H bonds (C7–H5 for I-IM4, C7–H4 for II-IM4,
and C8–H7 for III-IM4, for IV-IM4, and for V-IM4).

From Table 1, it can be seen that pathway II-R3 has the
lowest energy barrier of 8.98 kcal mol−1, followed by I-R3,
III-R3, V-R3, and IV-R3. This result suggests that the H
atom in the –CH2- group of 2,4-D is the easiest to abstract.
Additionally, the energy barriers for reactions IV-R3 and V-R3
are higher than those for reactions I-R3, II- R3, and III- R3.
This result indicates that H atoms in the –CH2– group are
easier to abstract than the H atom in the –CHCH3– group. This
is probably due to the fact that the steric hindrance of the –CH3

’-TS3 ’-TS3

’-TS3 ’-TS3

’-TS3

(c)Fig. 4 (continued)
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group in the –CHCH3– group is greater than that of the H
atom. The five abstraction reactions are all strongly exother-
mic, by around 30 kcal mol−1.

Water solvent effects on the degradation mechanism
of each reaction

To demonstrate possible solvent dependences for all of the
reactions, the results obtained from the PCM calculations
are also shown in Table 1. The optimized geometries of the
transition states gained from PCM calculations performed
with water as solvent are presented in Fig. 4. The intermedi-
ates and the profiles of the potential energy surface corrected
for the zero-point energy (ZPE) are depicted in Figs. S2
and S3 of the ESM, respectively.

As illustrated in Table 1, the calculated energy barriers to
the substitution of the side chain in the five herbicides in
water as solvent are slightly higher than those calculated in
the gas phase. Figure 4a shows that the C1…O distances in
all of the transition states are longer than those in the
corresponding optimized structures in the gas phase. This
is probably the reason that the addition of ·OH to the C1 site
is a little more difficult to achieve in the water phase than in
the gas phase. Moreover, the C1–O1 bond length in the
transition state is similar whether the state is optimized in
gas or in water (Figs. 2a and 4a). Figure S2 of the ESM
indicates that the C1–O bond lengths in all adducts are
slightly shorter than those in the corresponding geometries
in the gas phase. These results match well with the results
that the calculated energies of the adducts in the water phase
are all smaller than those of the corresponding adducts in the
gas phase, which indicates that the adducts are more stable
in water than in gas.

From Table 1, it is apparent that the calculated barrier
heights to the substitution of the para Cl atom in the five
herbicides in water are a little smaller than those calculated in
the gas phase. This means that the reactions occur more easily
in water solvent. From Fig. 4b, it is clear that the C4–Cl bonds
in the transition states are all longer than those in the gas phase,
indicating that the para Cl atom is easier to substitute in the
water phase than in the gas phase. It is interesting to note that all
of the C4–Cl bonds are broken in adducts I′-IM2 to V′-IM2 in
the water phase, whereas they are still intact (albeit elongated)
in I-IM2 to V-IM2 in the gas phase (see Fig. S2 of the ESM).

Additionally, it can be noted from Table 1 that the acti-
vation energies for the H-atom abstraction reactions in water
are slightly smaller than those in the gas phase. This fact
indicates that the H atom is a little easier for ·OH to abstract
in water than in gas. As shown in Fig. S3(c) in the ESM, a
pre-complex is also formed initially during each reaction in
the water phase. It also can be seen from Fig. 2c and Fig. 4c
that in the transition states, the hydrogen bond between the
O atom of ·OH and the H atom being abstracted is longer in

the water phase than in the gas phase. This result is consis-
tent with the fact that the calculated energies of the transition
states in the water phase are higher than those of the transi-
tion states in the gas phase.

Conclusions

Three kinds of OH-initiated mechanisms for the degradation
of five herbicides were compared on the basis of results
obtained using the MPWB1K method. Comparisons reveal
that the reaction mechanisms for the herbicides are affected
by the different molecular structures induced by the –CH3

and –Cl groups. For each herbicide, the addition of ·OH to
the C1 atom is the most kinetically favorable of the three
kinds of reactions. For addition–substitution of the side-
chain group, the energy barrier for the IV-R1 reaction is
the lowest among the five reactions, probably due to a
combination of the steric hindrance from and the electron-
donating nature of the –CH3 group. The barrier heights
associated with addition–substitution of the para Cl atom
are generally the highest among the three kinds of reactions,
indicating that the para Cl atom is difficult to substitute.
Comparison of the direct addition–substitution of the para
Cl atom in the original reactants with the addition–substitu-
tion in the primary products indicates that the substitution of
the para Cl is easier to achieve after substituting the side
chain. For the abstraction reactions, steric hindrance from
the –CH3 group probably blocks the abstraction of the H
atom by ·OH, meaning that the H atom in the –CH2– group
is easier to abstract than that in the –CHCH3– group.

The PCM calculations reveal that the reactions occur more
easily in water than in gas, except for the addition of ·OH to the
C1 atom. A possible reason for this is that the longer C1…O
distances in all the transition states in water phase than those in
the corresponding optimized structures in gas phase makes it
more difficult for ·OH to insert onto the C1 atom.
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